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cambridge preparation was written by two well-known toefl preparation instructors from harvard: tamar meisels and peter schoentjes. their book is clearly written, and it does a good job explaining the material. meisels and schoentjes are well-respected and have been writing about toefl and
teaching it for years. they have been featured in the new york times, the wall street journal, the washington post, the los angeles times, the boston globe, and others. they clearly have their own specific strengths and weaknesses in writing the book, but overall ive always been a fan of their work.

they have a lot of good advice, and i agree with most of it. (the sections on practical preparation for the test and preparing for different test formats are particularly good). but even with all their good advice, the book has a few weaknesses. in fact, i think its far more of a negative book than a
positive one. ive already said its good for teaching toefl, but its not perfect. some of its advice may work, but other parts are flawed, so i want to analyze these weaknesses and give you tips on how to prepare for the toefl with the most potential to work. the following are the worst parts of

cambridge preparation that ive come across in my years of using the book. i want to share these with you so that you can decide if cambridge preparation is a good book for you. but then, we get into the really bad advice. the bad advice for the beginning of the chapter is mostly about going to
school. its a lot of bad advice, and it comes from one of the authors in the book. its a problem with many of the toefl prep books that ive seen and used. most of the books have bad advice about school because they are written by people who are teachers at the university.
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